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In This Life
Do you ever stop and take time to
assess your current situation? Where
am I? How did I get there? Where am
I going? How will I get there? Why?
With whom? For what greater purpose?
At various times in my life I have taken
the steps I just mentioned and realized
that the road I have taken is peppered
with a lot of things both in and out of my
control, as well as with people - many of
them friends, some not so friendly – who
may or may not have my best interests
at heart. I have made some personal
decisions recently that have nudged me
to look in the mirror. I was, as usual,
surprised by what I saw. First and
foremost was the knowledge regained,
which reminded me of how fortunate
and blessed I am with having chosen
Barbara to be my wife and dentistry to
be my career.
In every period in my life I have noticed
that there is usually one crisis or event
of such significance that you have to
stop in your tracks, because compelling
evidence clearly shows you need to take
action to move to the next level or step. I
have found that being a member of the
AGD and PAGD has helped me keep the
balance needed to get through life. I have
been a member for over 30 years now
and can attest to the enthusiastic return
I make to my everyday life following an
Academy function, be it a short meeting
or a convention. Looking back at the fascinating personalities I have met who have
like-minded goals and aspirations never
ceases to amaze me.

Let’s talk about it
Over the last year we have been talking
about the future of dentistry, but also
about where we have been, what’s new
in the profession, what could transpire if
we neglect to take action in the political
scene, and how we can help the new
members of our profession. This is an
ongoing discussion, and we have tools
today to communicate that would have
truly amazed our ancestors!
I encourage all of you to join the PAGD
in continuing the dialogue on our new
website. Just in the last month, for
example, we discussed a wide range of
recent State Board of Dentistry activities. One issue reflects the sad truth that
some dentists are not keeping up with
the necessary infection control requirements, and excellent reviews were
given through the web board by fellow
members on what to do so my office
will, in fact, stay current with protocols
for infection control.
Let’s do something good
I have joined the state-wide effort to
increase our profession’s voice in Harrisburg, and I urge you to contact us to
get involved. I further promise we will
do everything in our power to help train
you in how to contact and educate your
legislators. You should be their go-to
professional source when they have a
question about what the best dentistry
has to offer the citizens of Pennsylvania.

Academy dentists, I might add! I think
that giving helpful advice to young
dentists striving to make their way in the
profession is a step all of us could take,
one which would have compelling and
immeasurable positive effects on their
careers. So join a faculty at a dental
school or hygiene or assistant training
program, or invite young dentists to
lunch and have them share a day of
practice with you. Offer them opportunities to learn and do good dentistry, and
of course invite them to PAGD meetings.
There are so many clever ways you
can open our profession’s doors to the
young dentists, ways that would give
you a commendable memory when you
close the doors to your professional
career and continue to pay forward the
best that dentistry has to offer.
Dentistry is sometimes called the most
popular profession (US News and World
Report) and also the one with the most
cases of professional dissatisfaction.
Which road do you choose to take?

David A. Tecosky DMD, MAGD
Editor, PAGD Keystone Explorer

There are many dentists I am thankful for having known throughout my
dental career. Most of them have been
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President’s Message

What’s on Your Mind?
By Eric Shelly DMD, MAGD

It happened to me again, as it happens
every time I take a continuing education
course.
After returning from the AGD annual
meeting in Nashville where I took a
TMJ course on injection therapy, the first
patient I see just happens to have TMD
symptoms, and my newfound knowledge will be just the thing to treat them.
This phenomenon has to be more than
coincidence.
Have you ever noticed after buying a
new car; all of a sudden you now see
that car model everywhere? The human
brain works by associating patterns of
perceptual input. The more times we see
certain patterns the more that pattern
begins to surface in our thoughts. The
reason that I ended up with a patient
on Monday with these TMD symptoms
is that I was programmed to be looking
for them. It is very likely that my brain
noticed a pattern of symptoms that I
was exposed to during the course and
subconsciously triggered me to ask questions that led to the eventual diagnosis
of these symptoms. This is perhaps one
of the best arguments for constant participation in varied continuing education
programs. In this way, we can regularly
expose our minds to the information that
we need to keep fresh.

Program your mind for success
I believe there’s another way in which
we can leverage this phenomenon.
This concept is described in books such
as the classic “Think and Grow Rich”
by Napoleon Hill or the very short
book “It Works” by R.H. Jarrett. Both
books discuss the mysterious power of
the subconscious mind and how our
active thoughts can program it to help
attain our goals. It is imperative that
we become more aware of our thought
patterns and attempt to keep them positive. We do not want to become victims
of negative thinking as it can easily
become self-fulfilling.
I am drawn to the conclusion that
what we think about has great impact
on what happens to us whether it is
conscious or not. By constantly thinking about our goals, our subconscious
mind is constantly searching for patterns
and promoting actions that lead us to
an outcome that closely matches our
goal. Sometimes we are inspired to
take action. Other times we recognize
a source for the information we need to
achieve the goal. In any case the clarity
of our goal vision has a great impact on
whether we are – or aren’t – successful.
Everyone can win
How can we apply this concept to the
problems we face in the dental profession? We regularly have plenty of reasons for negative thoughts. There are,
however, many positive thoughts to be

had as well. I propose we create in our
minds a vision of dentistry that is ideal,
not just for dentists, but for all patients,
all dental professionals, and all entities
that provide benefits to patients with no
access to care. What are the mechanisms that would ensure care for all
those who need it without shortchanging
those who provide it? Does our delivery
model keep costs down or are we in
need of change? Is there a need for
a midlevel provider when we are not
fully utilizing the potential of existing
dental auxiliaries? We need a dialogue
between all the parties involved. Most
discussions within one of the factions
tend to focus on complaints and how
they are being slighted. While dental
care providers strive to lower the cost
to deliver dental care, the dental care
payers need to find and provide funding
adequate to cover the cost of that care,
including compensating owners of the
delivery facilities.
If we can envision a viable model for
dental care where all sides are treated
fairly, we may be inspired by our ideas
and thoughts to move toward that solution. I challenge you all to think of that
perfect dental universe, to share your
ideas, and to look and listen intently
for the revelations of your subconscious
mind.
So what’s on YOUR mind: Negativity
and finger pointing, or positive goals
and collaborative problem-solving?
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Executive Director’s Message

Mentoring at a New Level
By April Hutcheson

As you know, PAGD has developed an
online social community for you to interact with colleagues on numerous topics.
And the Keystone Explorer has been
exploring the topic of mentoring. Well,
we have combined the two efforts to take
mentoring to a new level.

Third: Send an invitation to the Mentors
or Mentees who are the best fit for you.
Once you have found one you like, click
on the Mentee/Mentor badge under
their picture to send them an invitation to
connect.

We recommend that you and your
Mentor agree on a schedule that works
best for both of you. The most important
thing is to discuss your mutual expectations about time and communication at
the start of your relationship.

Want to check on the status of your
mentoring relationships to see if your
invitation has been accepted? Go to My
Mentoring Relationships.

If you are interested in learning more
about becoming a mentor or mentee, visit
our FAQ under the Mentoring tab on the
website, or contact us for assistance in
getting signed up.

Through our website, we have been able
to create the PAGD Mentor Match program, designed to support the continued
professional development needs of our
members. Mentor Match allows you the
flexibility to create a mentor relationship
based on your needs.
Mentor matching is the latest addition
to an expanding line-up of our services to support members’ professional
development needs. It is an online tool
– including a searchable database – that
facilitates the establishment of mentoring
relationships. It is user-driven, allowing
registered Mentees to search among registered Mentors by using specified criteria
to find individuals whose experience
and expertise match areas in which they
wish to be mentored. Likewise, registered
Mentors can search for and identify
potential Mentees.
Here’s how
To find our Mentor Match program, log
onto the PAGD website with your AGD
number and your last name as your password. Then click on the Mentoring tab on
the navigation bar.
These three easy steps will get you
involved in Mentor Match:
Step One: Enroll as a Mentor or Mentee,
or both!
Step Two: Search the member database
to find Mentors and/or Mentees. You can
choose how you want to connect – at a
PAGD meeting, by phone, or in-person.
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Mentors and Mentees can have as many
connections as they like, but we recommend being judicious in your selection so
that you don’t overwhelm yourself. It is up
to you and your Mentor to decide how,
when, and where you want to pursue
your mentoring relationship. Most of your
communication will likely occur by phone
or electronically. Remember that the
annual meeting offers a great opportunity
to meet in person.

Start the journey! You’ll be amazed at
the benefits you’ll give and receive.

Practice Management

Your Relationships: On Road
to Success, or Highway to H???
By Richard D. Knowlton DMD, MAGD, FADI

Which direction are yours headed?
True success in our varied relationships
depends on factors that are surprisingly
similar. It usually does not matter whether
the relationship is with employees of your
business, volunteers of your organization,
or members of your family.
The key to any business’s success – and
many organizations’ success – is developing the passion in your employees or
your volunteers. It is essential that we
answer the following questions: How do
we keep the passion alive in them? And
most importantly, how do we consistently
nurture the passion?
Identify the drivers
To do so, first identify the hot buttons
or drivers of an individual. For some it
may be monetary, which is definitely the
case for many employees. For some it
may be fame or moving up the ladder.
Others, though, may have more altruistic
values. For many, it’s a combination of
the above.
No matter whether you are an organizational leader or a business employer, it is
absolutely essential that you take the time
to realize why your employees or volunteers are working in your organization.
An effective leader must understand the
following on a regular and even a daily
basis:
• W
 hat motivating factors entice a
volunteer or an employee to join you
in the first place?
• W
 hat motivating factors push a volunteer/employee to take on responsibilities and challenges?
• W
 hat causes them to follow through
on those responsibilities and challenges, and ultimately allows them to
be successful in achieving them?

“The key to any business’s success – and many

organizations’ success – is developing the passion in your
employees or your volunteers.

”

• What are the motivating factors that
keep a volunteer/employee in an
organization?
Understanding those key components
definitely increases success. But here’s
the hard part: They are different for each
person. By understanding what drivers
influence our volunteers and employees
alike, leaders can keep good employees
and volunteers longer. This insight allows
us to help fuel their passion and realize
more positive results. Most importantly
though, it will allow you to retain them for
a longer period of time and maybe even
allow you to recycle volunteers at a later
date should they take time off from your
organization.
Nurture the passion
The great lyricist Johnny Mercer had it
right: “You’ve got to accentuate the positive / Eliminate the negative / And latch
on to the affirmative…”
You can keep people engaged and motivated! It is achievable if you remember
your responsibilities as a leader and
others’ needs as individuals. Yes, it takes
your energy and commitment, but the
results are worth it.
Keeping passion alive in any relationship
often means avoiding demotivators. One
of the greatest “downers” of employees
in a business or volunteers in an organization goes back to realizing why they
are there in the first place. Let’s look at
the issue of “hot buttons” again.

If money is the underlying motivator, and
you fail to provide it at an acceptable
level to an employee, they will quickly
lose enthusiasm, passion and start looking elsewhere.
For those who are looking for advancement, make sure you have an organizational development plan in place (or at
least in mind), and regularly acknowledge their strengths and encourage them
in coaching sessions.
Volunteers, of course, are there for some
other reasons. To successfully address
other motivators – particularly if they
are altruistic – it is an absolute necessity that leaders create the atmosphere
and provide the opportunities for our
employees or volunteers to achieve both
the internal and external results that they
are looking for.
Avoid this major downer
Allowing others to take credit for an
individual’s work is a great demotivating
factor. Sadly, all too often people’s ideas,
efforts, hard work, achievements, and
successes are taken or claimed by others
in the business or organizational pipeline. This is done daily in the corporate
world, and many employees have had to
be on guard or fight to retain their ideas,
hard work, and achievements. This has
led to many business failures. Being
unable to achieve the business successes
employees could have realized - because
they spent more time trying to protect
themselves rather than building and nurturing the organization – is an avoidable
tragedy.

continued on page 19 »
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Dentistry Issues

Cross-Training and the True
Benefit of Joining the AGD
By Howard Farran DDS, MBA, MAGD
When I graduated from dental school in
1987, I realized right off the bat that the
best return on investment of learning any
new technologies or techniques would
be when I was young. Knowing this, I
started taking all the continuing education (CE) courses that I thought I needed
to know. Even though I was taught in
school that composite fillings weren’t as
good as amalgam, my patients were
asking for it: They wanted “tooth-colored
fillings.” I needed to learn this through
free-enterprise courses because I wasn’t
taught how to place composite fillings in
dental school. (Please understand, this
is not a knock on dental schools by any
means – I tip my hat to the dental faculties that can take 100 kids off the street
and in 48 months turn them loose on the
mouths of the public.)
When I started taking courses on composite fillings, I noticed that the smartest
doctors in the room all had FAGD or
MAGD behind their names. I became
massively aware of the impact that earning your Fellowship (FAGD) and Mastership (MAGD) awards in the Academy
of General Dentistry (AGD) would have,
so I started looking into the curriculum. I
understood that in order to get my FAGD,
I needed 500 hours of CE, I needed to
have practiced for five years, and I had
to pass an all-day exam. Then to get my
MAGD I needed 600 more hours of CE,
most of which were hands-on courses.
The real toolbox
Being a very goal-oriented person, I
decided to go for it. Of course, the devil
is in the details; and as I reviewed the
AGD’s curriculum, I noticed that I had
to take courses in implants and orthodontics. I thought to myself, “I wish I
could just take 500 hours of composite
courses. I don’t place implants. I don’t
do orthodontics. I don’t think I ever will.
Why would I want to learn those other
things?” I even complained to the AGD
that I’d never place an implant or move
8 Keystone Explorer | Fall 2013 | www.pagd.org

Fellowship at the Misch Institute and my
Diplomate in the International Congress
of Oral Implantology.

a tooth in my career, and it was silly that
I had to take courses in those areas. The
response I received was eye-opening, as
these 50- to 60-year-old-dentists smiled
and said, “Son, you can’t go through life
with only one tool in your toolbox. How
can you go out there and practice for 40
years with just a screwdriver?”
Since earning my FAGD was the goal,
I knew if I were to achieve that goal I’d
have to take courses in areas of dentistry
I didn’t think I would ever consider implementing in my practice. So I decided
to knock out my implant hours first and
found an implant course series by Dr.
Carl Misch. At the time I’d never heard
his name before and I couldn’t pick his
face out of a crowd. To take this course, I
had to fly to Pittsburgh for seven threeday weekends spread out over a few
months. Even though I just knew I’d never
place a single implant in my office, I’d
at least be one “merit badge” closer to
earning my FAGD.
After the first day – holy moly! – it was
love at first sight with Dr. Carl Misch. I
couldn’t get enough! When I came home
after the first course, I told every one
of my friends it was like I went sailing
one day and stumbled upon a beautiful,
undiscovered country. I loved Dr. Misch’s
courses so much I went on to obtain my

After one of his courses I asked Carl,
“How did you get to be number one in
implants?” He told me he was a prosthodontist first and mastered removable
dentures and partials. He also explained
that many of the people who were placing
implants weren’t cross-trained in removable, so they didn’t understand forces.
Doctors were putting in great implants, but
the occlusion and the forces were so bad
that even titanium implants would snap at
the gumline. Forces in the mouth needed
to be understood to place implants
properly. Because Carl had cross-trained
in prostho and implants, he understood
what can happen to an implant, which is
why he was – and still is – the number-one
implantologist in the world.
The real revelation
It was then that I understood why the
AGD insisted doctors take CE in so many
different areas of dentistry: Everything
– everything – is interrelated. So even
though I wasn’t interested in learning
orthodontics, I signed up to take Dr.
Richard Litt’s course because he was the
only board-certified orthodontist who
taught that discipline to general dentists.
After I took his orthodontics course, I
realized almost all of the TMD experts out
there had obviously never done a single
orthodontic case in their lives. Had they
cross-trained, they would know that about
50 percent of everything they believed
could be automatically disproven by
orthodontics.
People who “know it all” are extremists
who truly cannot possibly know everything. It’s a sign of wisdom to realize
that as every year goes by, the mystery
of life, the universe, and dentistry just
gets more complex. By cross-training and
keeping an open mind on the big picture
of dentistry, I found that implants taught
continued on back »

Advocacy

S T AT E B O A R D O F D E N T I S T R Y R E P O R T:

June 7, 2013, Meeting
By Michael K. Kaner DMD, JD, FAGD

Discipline
Case #1 – This was a continuing education (CE) matter in which a dentist failed
to complete five hours of CE in sedation,
which was required since sedation was
administered in his office. He has since
completed the required course and was
assessed a $375 civil penalty, and a
reprimand was placed on his record.
The disciplined dentist was not administering sedation, but had hired a dentist
to come into his office and administer it.
Case #2 – In this well-publicized case
from York, PA, involving infection control
issues, there was a consent agreement
for a dentist licensed in Pennsylvania
since 1990. It was the first complaint
against her, and her license has been
under suspension since April 2013.
The State Board of Dentistry (SBOD)
investigated and found deficiencies in
the Centers for Disease Control (CDC)
guidelines for infection control in the
dental setting. In addition, when this
dentist renewed her dental license, she
failed to disclose a pending Driving
Under the Influence (DUI) criminal
charge. The DUI case against her has
since been resolved, and she has been
admitted to the ARD (Accelerated Rehabilitation Disposition) Program.
The Board and her attorney finalized,
and the Board approved, a consent
agreement that outlined the following
remedial measures that were taken to
remedy the deficiencies:
1) Ultrasonic enzymatic solutions were
to be changed daily. She had been
using Cetylcide in the ultrasonic.
2) Critical instruments were to be
cleaned and sterilized in autoclave
bags. Sterilized instruments had not
been bagged, and impression trays had
been left unbagged after sterilization.
3) Spore testers were to be used weekly
to test the autoclave, not monthly as had
been done.

4) The use of radiographic guides that
can be sterilized.
5) Purchase of adequate number of onetime-only instruments so they don’t have
to be reused.
6) The engagement of an infection control (IC) consultant, who after an inspection, enacted changes in processes to
help practice safely.
Her attorney noted that she had no prior
history of complaints and had volunteered in the community.
Resolution:
She would conclude her immediate
temporary suspension and convert that
to an indefinite suspension that would
last five years at least. That can be
converted to probation if remedial measures were enacted. She could petition
for probation if the following measures
were taken:
1) Complete a 20-hour infection control
course.
2) Provide certification of completion.
3) Create an infection control manual
and get it approved to show that the
staff is trained.
4) Complete the NERB exam part on
ethics and risk management.
5) Complete another eight hours of CE
in infection control.
6) Have a clean criminal history.
7) Prove that she did NOT practice
while suspended.
8) If she completes the terms she could
practice and have her suspension
“stayed.” If she were to violate it, she
could be suspended again.
If she was allowed to practice under
probation, it would be no less than a
five-year probation, with strict compliance with CDC guidelines. In addition,

she would be obligated to cooperate
with any Department of State investigation on follow-up visits. She would have
an obligation to inform the Board of any
criminal charges or change of address.
She would have to consent to release
this information to any prospective
employer and produce annual reports
to the SBOD. She would also need to
have a practice monitor unaffiliated with
her to determine whether IC protocols
were being followed, and report to the
SBOD routinely. During the first year
of probation the monitor could go into
the office at any time unannounced for
random office inspections to determine
if policies and procedures were being
followed. After the first year, it would be
bi-monthly.
In addition to the practice monitor, she
has to maintain an IC consultant who
will report to the compliance office at
the Department of State. Any deviations
will be reported to the SBOD. The eight
hours of CE is in addition to the required
30 hours that all dentists must complete
every two years.
Any violations of the probation could
result in an immediate suspension.
Her defense counsel stressed that she
had no prior complaints and no prior
dental malpractice claims. He noted that
she had graduated number one in her
dental school class and admitted that
there had been some lapses in infection control and sterilization techniques.
When asked how she reacted to the
allegations, he responded that she 1)
took a CE class for herself and with the
staff. 2) Hired an IC consultant who
reported that the practice is now safe.
He stated that this accomplished two
objectives: protected the public health
and established the IC monitor in her
office. He stated that the consent agreement was remedial and corrective, but
not unduly punitive. He noted that she
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Advocacy
can earn her way back and that she is
fully cooperating with the Department of
Health regarding patient notification.

If the dentist meets all the conditions, she
can apply immediately to practice under
probation for a minimum of five years.

When asked how the complaint
originated, he noted that a disgruntled
employee had filed a complaint regarding employment issues and overtime
pay, and this resulted from that investigation. The person who initiated the
complaint had no training in infection
control. When the attorney referred to
her as a skilled practitioner, one Board
member noted that good skills involve
good IC measures. Another board
member noted that as the top student
in her class , she should have known
proper IC techniques. When asked how
long the IC measures had not been followed, he did not know.

Case #3 – This involved a dentist
charged with the felony of insurance
fraud and theft by deception. He was
convicted and will be sentenced next
week. He gave up his dental license
under a permanent voluntary suspension, forfeiting all rights to his license.
Report of Board Counsel
The increase in licensing fees is working its way through the administrative
process and is at the IRRC (Independent
Regulatory Review Commission), and
they will bring it back to the SBOD for
the next meeting.

Radiology Guidelines
With the new requirements that any
operator who takes radiographs must
take four hours of CE in radiology, the
Board noted that the course must be
approved by PACE or CERP. A webinar
can be used for credit if it is live and not
a pre-recorded webinar.
Mobile Van Ownership
While mobile vans deliver less than two
percent of all dentistry provided in the
Commonwealth, there have been multiple
discussions regarding ownership and who
is allowed to own a van. The Board noted
that the van can be owned by a hospital,
a 501c3 charity, a non-dental corporation, or a dentist. The only requirement is
that the director of the van must have a
Pennsylvania dental license.

S T AT E B O A R D O F D E N T I S T R Y R E P O R T:

July 19, 2013, Meeting
By Michael K. Kaner DMD, JD, FAGD
Report of Prosecutor
1) The first case involved a dentist who
failed infection control guidelines set
out by the Centers for Disease Control
(CDC). He admitted to washing his
gloves with a cleaning solution and reusing them. He did not change the gloves
in a situation where they normally would
be changed even though it was still the
same patient that was being treated.
He was assessed a $1000 civil penalty, and an indefinite suspension was
imposed. His dental license had expired
and was not renewed by him. To get
his license to practice reinstated, he will
need to complete an infection control
course.
2) The second case involved a dentist
who pled guilty to a Driving under the
Influence (DUI) on two occasions with
the highest level violation, which is a
blood alcohol level of 0.16% or higher.
He doesn’t contest that he can’t practice
with “reasonable skill and safety” and
agreed to a permanent suspension.
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3) This is a reciprocal case from New
York State in which a dental practitioner
prescribed an ophthalmic solution to
treat an eye injury, which was outside
the scope of his dental license. His New
York dental license was suspended, and
his consent agreement with Pennsylvania
consisted of a) a public reprimand, b)
civil penalty of $1500, and c) a twoyear suspension with one year active,
and then he can petition to have it
stayed.
4) A dentist who failed to meet the
continuing education (CE) requirements
was 15 hours short of the 30 hours
needed. After his renewal was submitted, he retired from practice. He was
given a public reprimand and acknowledged that he is disabled and agreed
to voluntarily give up his Pennsylvania
dental license.
5) This is a consent agreement on
a dependency case of a dentist who
suffered alcohol dependency and had
three DUIs, but is under treatment. He
entered the Voluntary Recovery Program

(VRP) for three years, which involves
counseling, a fitness report, a 12-step
program, and a private monitor if
applicable.
6) This consent agreement is related to
two prior cases that involved a dentist
and an EFDA who practiced beyond
the scope of her license and performed
dentistry. In the previous case, the State
Board of Dentistry (SBOD or Board) disciplined both of them. This case involved
an employee dentist who worked in the
office and knew of the EFDA’s violation,
but did not report it for a year. He was
assessed a $4000 civil penalty, was
placed on probation for six months, and
was required to take eight hours of CE
in dental ethics.
7) This was a reciprocal case from
Colorado of a dentist who treated a
child. The radiographs were found
not to have met the standard of care,
and he was found to have imposed a
physical restraint without consent. He
was required to take a 12-hour course
on diagnosis and treatment, three hours

Advocacy
in risk management as well as one in
dental ethics, and pay a $1000 civil
penalty.

years depending on complexity, and the
prosecutors focus on cases that affect
public safety.

8) This case involved a hygienist who
authored a prescription for Amoxicillin
without the knowledge of the dentist by
using his signature stamp and trying
to fill it at a Wal-Mart® in New York
State. She was fired for the offense.
She agreed to an indefinite suspension
where she can reapply after 60 days
as long as she takes 10 hours remedial
dental law, and pays a $1042 civil
penalty for the costs of investigation and
written documentation provided to New
York State Dental Board informing them
that she had been disciplined in Pennsylvania. If reinstated in Pennsylvania,
she will then be subject to 18 months of
probation.

Board Counsel Report

One Board member asked why the costs
of investigation are not always included
in a consent agreement. The prosecutor noted that the prosecutor makes a
request and the civil penalty acts as a
strong deterrent against future conduct.
If the defendant doesn’t agree to the
consent, then there is a hearing versus
a negotiated settlement. The prosecutor
noted that as their role is to protect the
public, they have to consider how much
of a threat the licensee is. The balancing question is whether it is better to get
less in terms of recouping the cost of
investigation in order to get an unsafe
practitioner “off the street” sooner rather
than later, because a hearing could take
six months.
The prosecutor noted they might agree
to a settlement that the Board might
consider lenient because of a lack of a
civil penalty in certain circumstances.
This would be in situations in which
witnesses were unavailable or reluctant,
or evidence might be problematic. In
addition, the costs of a hearing could
be high due to expenditures associated
with costs of court reporter, investigation, and of expert and fact witnesses.
The prosecutor stated that they try to
negotiate an agreement that the Board
will accept.
In addition, it was noted that costs can
only be recovered for investigation,
not for prosecution. They try to get civil
penalties in consent agreements, but the
Board can impose them after a hearing.
A hearing can last six months to two

The final announcement on licensure
fee increases has been published in
the Pennsylvania Bulletin, and was left
open for 30 days for comment. The
Independent Regulatory Review Counsel
(IRRC) asked the Board for additional
information on the costs involved. The
Board cannot have a deficit, and the
fee increase is designed to prevent a
deficit long term because statutorily, it is
required to be revenue positive.
The new fees (if enacted) will be as
follows:
Application fee
Dentist $200.00
RDH/EFDA $75.00
Renewal fee
Dentist $263 (up from $250)
RDH $42 (up from $40)
EFDA $26 (up from $25)
Local anesthesia permits
$42 (up from $40)
Fictitious Name Registration
The intent of the regulation and statute
is for a dentist to practice under the
name on his/her license. If they practice
under any other name, they must inform
the Board. Even if the name is filed with
the Corporations Bureau, it must also
be filed with the SBOD if the dentist
practices under any name other than the
proper name on their license.
Webinars and CE
Many have questioned whether webinars can be used to fulfill CE requirements. The Board has ruled that live
webinars where there is an opportunity
to ask questions can fulfill the requirements for CE, while taped webinars will
be considered differently.
Bleaching
The Board noted that the 4th Circuit
Court of Appeals ruled against the
North Carolina State Dental Board with
regards to the regulations on bleaching. The Board noted that NC Board is
mostly dentists selected by dentists, and
the FTC ruling was seen not as state
action, but rather restraint of trade. The
PA Board noted – and the PA Board

counsel believes – that this is different
from Pennsylvania where the Board
members are selected by the Governor
and confirmed by the State Senate.
It was noted that a regulation subject to
a clearly articulated regulatory scheme
is not subject to the FTC and while legislation would be ideal (e.g. whitening of
teeth must be done under the supervision of a dentist) the PA Board will have
legal staff draft legislation to send to
Governor Corbett.
Report of Board Administrator
Propofol and Level 1 licenses
It was noted that Propofol is a sedative
that can inhibit breathing, and to be
used in a dental office the dentist needs
to have an unrestricted Level 1 permit. If
a dentist has a CRNA come into his/her
office to administer anesthesia, while the
CRNA is licensed to administer Propofol, the dentist must be a holder of an
unrestricted Level 1 permit or the action
is beyond the scope of their license.
Propofol and Ketamine should not be
used for conscious sedation unless
the dentist has a Level 1 unrestricted
permit. Those with a Level 1 restricted
permit should not be using Ketamine
or Propofol or having a CRNA use it in
their office.
Practice Ownership – Mobile Van
The Board noted that they are getting
closer on regulations regarding ownership of mobile dental vans. It will likely
be a situation where the mobile vans
will be allowed ”as long as the dentist
is in the van.” It would be too stifling to
have “dentists only owning the vans.”
Conclusions
1) Don’t write prescriptions outside
the scope of practice or you risk severe
discipline.
2) Live webinars are considered full
credit CE unlike taped webinars.
3) Those with restricted Level 1 anesthesia permits should not be administering
or allowing Ketamine or Propofol to be
administered in their office. That is the
realm of those with unrestricted Level 1
permits.
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Raising a Mighty Voice
By Shawn M. Casey DMD

The dentists have spoken! We consistently heard you expressing the need to
have someone watching out for us as a
strong voice in Harrisburg. The PAGD
has listened! We want to do more for
you and we appreciate your opinions
on dental issues that may affect not only
our way of practice, but the future of
new graduates and their perspective on
dentistry.
You may think our field is safe and that
nobody cares about it – THINK AGAIN!
Over the past few years we have tried
to actively get involved in advocacy on
issues affecting you and the way you
practice. We have gained the respect of
the State Board of Dentistry; so when a
topic comes up for discussion, they ask
for our opinion. By being involved and
up to date on current dentistry topics,
we want to become the VOICE of general dentists in Pennsylvania.
Vince Galko of Mercury has been a
major help in the early achievements of
our organization.
Galko reports “We have had some early
successes in meetings with members
of the PA Legislature and the Department of Health. In the coming weeks
and months, we will continue to build
and strengthen our relationships with
key policy makers. The steps we are
taking to achieve this are increasing our
outreach to Senate and House members,
including state officials in upcoming
symposiums and availing our expertise
to discussions involving our profession.”
Hot buttons
We want to continue these efforts and
make our voice stronger! We urgently
need your help to do so. We understand
that everyone has an obligation to their
practice and busy lifestyles (especially
those having children or even grand-
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“The biggest reward for a thing well done is to have
done it.”
– Voltaire
children). There is always something to
do on the weekend! Often times with
schedules like this, we get comfortable
with our life and decisions, and then
suddenly a challenge may face us. Just
as we have challenges in dentistry, it
is important that we voice an opinion
when it comes to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Corporate dentistry
Dental auxiliaries
Dental insurance companies
Patient safety
Access to care
Practice regulations

I became involved with advocacy for
many reasons, but one set in particular. Did you ever consider the amount
of time each part of dentistry - dental
hygienists, EFDAs, dentists - puts into
their education and the investment that
it costs them? An EFDA and a hygienist
have the potential to double their investment on their education in their first year
of employment. As a new dentist, most
students are coming out of school with
a debt of $300,000-$400,000. You do
the math.
Visit our website www.pagd.org and
post your comments!
Be heard
I encourage you to get involved by posting comments and questions you may
have for our members and Board of
Directors. We understand that Pennsyl-

vania is a very diverse state and that different sections may have different needs
and concerns than others. We want to
hear your opinion on how to improve
the field of dentistry and better the way
we practice!
Be counted
In addition our Board of Directors has
voted to establish an Advocacy Fund.
This fund would be set up to allow us
to be better able to meet advocacy
issues head on. It would allow us to be
proactive rather than reactive, or worse
yet not able to be active at all. There
are many battles and intrusions going
on right now in many of our neighboring states that will have an impact on
how we practice, how busy we are,
and what our level of reimbursement is.
Sadly, the predictions are it will get far
worse before it gets better.
We are establishing this fund to help
protect and strengthen dentistry. Our
commitment is to maintain the highest
quality of dental care. In order to do all
we can to help you achieve this, we ask
that you help us in our advocacy efforts.
Working together as a TEAM, our
strength is greater in numbers. Our goal
is to let lawmakers know not only what is
valuable to our practices, but what is best
for our patients. We would appreciate
your support for the advocacy fund, and
with your help we can continue being the
VOICE of the general dentist!

Advocacy
PAGD Advocacy Committee
Bob Nerone DMD, MAGD
Charles Field DDS, MAGD
Dale Spadafora DMD, MAGD
Dan Martel DDS, MAGD
Edgardo Enriquez DDS, MAGD
Edward Witek DMD, MAGD
Eric Fort DMD, FAGD
John Della Croce DDS, MAGD
John Robison DMD, MAGD
Kenneth “Dusty” Loeffler DMD, MAGD
Martin Schroeder DDS, MAGD
Mike Korch DDS
Rich DeForno DMD, MAGD

PAGD Advocacy Fund
Donation Form
YES, I’d like to contribute to the PAGD’s advocacy efforts!
Name
Street Address

PAGD Board of Directors
Eric Shelly DMD, MAGD, LLSR*
President

City, State, Zip

Dawn Rickert DMD, MAGD
President Elect

Phone

Michael Kaner DMD, JD, FAGD*
Vice President
Kurt Laemmer DMD, MAGD, LLSR*
Past President
John Gustafson DMD, MAGD, LLSR
Secretary

Email

Contribution
$100 – Bronze

$250 – Silver

$500 – Gold

Payment Method

James Seitz DMD, MAGD
Treasurer

Check Enclosed (payable to “PAGD”)

David Tecosky DMD, MAGD*
Editor

Mastercard

Richard Knowlton DMD, MAGD, LLSR*
AGD’s Division Coordination for
Education

Name on Card

John Kokai DDS, MAGD, LLSR*
Region 3 Trustee

Card Number

Andrew Stewart DMD, MAGD, ABGD
Region 3 Regional Director

Expiration Date

April Hutcheson MJ*
Executive Director
Shawn Casey DMD*
Advocacy Chair
Frederick Lally DDS, MAGD, LLSR
Dr. Nicole Quezada
Carl Jenkins DDS, MAGD
Dr. Don Millner
Thomas Regan DDS, MAGD, LLSR
Dr. David Sullivan
Linda Feduska-Kokai DMD, FAGD
Brad Strober DMD, MAGD, LLSR

$1,000 – Platinum

Visa

American Express

Security Code

Mail To
April Hutcheson
Advocacy Fund
PAGD
1125 Windsor Road
Mechanicsburg, PA 17050

Thank you for your support!

*Denotes Member of the Advocacy Committee
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Soooo…Why a House of
Delegates?
By John Kokai DDS, MAGD
Did you know that the Academy of
General Dentistry (AGD) is set up as a
nonprofit organization? This means that
the AGD was organized to, as nonprofit
law outlines, “accomplish some purpose” with the funding received, and as
such is essentially a “trust.”
As a result, the Bylaws established by the
AGD House of Delegates is essentially
a trust agreement that states how the
money will be used. A court system will
enforce the bylaws of an organization.
So who owns the AGD? As it turns out,
nobody does. Not the executive director/CEO, not the Board of Trustees (BOT
or Trustees), not the president and not
the House of Delegates (HOD). So no

one person within the AGD is all powerful. The AGD Trustees, the legislative
body of the organization, have a duty
to interpret the Bylaws and manage the
organization. The HOD elects officers
and determines the actual policies of the
organization. So in this light the BOT
interprets, and the HOD determines
changes. The Trustees and the HOD
act as a checks-and-balance system to
keep the ship running a smooth course.
Any action of the BOT is reported to the
HOD, and if any member or body does
not agree with the BOT, a resolution is
created to make changes.
The HOD sets policy in three distinct
areas:

•A
 dministration, image and
membership
• Continuing education
• Advocacy and other priorities
When the HOD is in total agreement
and no debate exists over a change, the
resolution is placed on a consent calendar. Any delegate who does not agree
with a resolution on a consent calendar
may pull it off and open it up to debate.
Most of these issues tend to be housekeeping ones.
This year at the AGD annual meeting,
Pennsylvania was represented by nine
of the 200 delegates. The number of
continued on back »

Call 1-800-232-3826
or visit us online at
www.AFTCO.net for
a free practice appraisal,
a $2,500 value!
AFTCO is the oldest and largest dental practice transition consulting
firm in the United States. AFTCO assists dentists with associateships,
purchasing and selling of practices, and retirement plans. We are
there to serve you through all stages of your career.

Download our new AFTCO app for iTunes or Google!
Jiten P. Gohel, D.M.D. has acquired the practice of
Robert E. Martin, D.M.D. &
James M. Dallas, Jr., D.M.D.
Wyomissing, Pennsylvania
AFTCO is pleased to have represented
all parties in this transition.

AFTCO is the only company that has sold dental practices with
a cumulative value of over $1,500,000,000
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Congratulations to PAGD’s Honorees at
the 2013 AGD Annual Meeting
Lifelong Learning and Service
Recognition (LLSR)
LLSR is a formal recognition for AGD
Masters in the areas of continuing education, dental-related community service
and service to organized dentistry. The
prestigious LLSR symbolizes a member’s
dedication to remain current in dentistry
and give back to his or her community.
By embracing the core beliefs of the
AGD throughout their careers, LLSR
recipients have set a higher standard that
all general dentists are encouraged to
emulate. To date, less than 200 members
have received this recognition.

Frederick C. Lally
DDS, MAGD
Tunkhannock

Carol E. Layton
DMD, MAGD
Harrisburg

Carl E. Steinberg
DDS, MAGD
Philadelphia

Anna C. Giacalone
DMD, MAGD
Chadds Ford

Keith R. Hollander
DDS, MAGD
King of Prussia

Mir Ma Khan
DDS, MAGD
Wilkes Barre

Mastership Awards (MAGD)
To attain Mastership, members must be
Fellows in the AGD who have earned
an additional 600 approved continuing
education credits, meeting the minimum
requirements in each of the dental disciplines. In addition, 400 of the required
credits must be in participation courses,
where skills are learned through manipulation of dental materials.

photos except Dr. Layton: RC Photographic Productions

Fellowship Awards (FAGD)

To earn Fellowship, dentists must be AGD members for three consecutive years, earn a minimum of 500 approved continuing
education credits and pass a comprehensive 250-word question examination.

Constance A.
Buffett
DDS, FAGD
Lansdale

Marie D. Crocker
Robert B. Daniels
DDS, FAGD
DMD, FAGD
Cambridge Springs Feasterville

Jeffrey R. Eby
DDS, FAGD
Akron

Charles J. Frye
DMD, FAGD
Allison Park

Laura Sheaffer
Harkin
DMD, FAGD
Elverson

Thomas D.
Kratzenberg
DMD, FAGD
Irwin

Lawrence L.
Mauro Jr.
DMD, FAGD
Allison Park

Alison M.
Scavuzzo
DMD, FAGD
Freedom

Paula C. Stone
DMD, FAGD
Chester Springs

Andrew T. Wilson
DMD, FAGD
Huntingdon

Joe T. Ruby
DMD, FAGD
Uniontown

Michael J. Korch
DMD, FAGD
Allison Park
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3Shape TRIOS - a complete solution

See more patients in less time

Next-generation digital impressions

- reduced or little impression
materials needed
- up to 3000 3D pictures per minute
- reduced remake variable
- instant impression validation
- easy to handle and portable
- smart touch screen
- cdt/mdt assistance for immediate
impression review following scan

www.cornerstonedl.com
@cornerstonedl (twitter)
800.405.7612
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AGD in Washington
The AGD held its Legislative and Governmental Affairs Council Meeting on
April 14, 2013 in Washington, D.C.
The following is an excerpt from the
AGD’s “Summary of Actions” report of
that meeting:
Federal Advocacy Efforts
Shortly after the 2012 elections, 96
newly-elected members of Congress
received personalized letters, sent over
the signature of an AGD member in their
districts, plus a fact sheet on the AGD
and a copy of the AGD’s white paper
on Barriers and Solutions to Accessing Care. The AGD’s President, Jeffrey
M. Cole, DDS, MBA, FAGD, visited
Washington, D.C., in February 2013,
and discussed several important issues
with key legislators. Topics discussed
included AGD members’ commitment to
providing high-quality patient care, the
need to enhance oral health literacy,
access to care, dental student debt, and
the AGD’s participation in the Partnership for Healthy Mouths, Healthy Lives.

AGD members were asked to contact
their federal legislators to repeal the 2.3
percent medical device tax, that was
enacted on Jan. 1, 2013: 1,523 AGD
members responded and sent 3,683
messages to federal lawmakers urging
them to repeal the medical device tax.
Nearly 340 members responded to
another federal action alert and sent
1,022 messages to lawmakers asking
them to maintain a low interest level on
undergraduate student loans.
As a member of the Organized Dentistry Coalition, the AGD participated
in several efforts to communicate the
profession’s positions on various issues
and signed on to letters sent to:
• The U.S. Surgeon General asking
that a report on the current knowledge about the relationships between
specific dietary practices and oral
diseases be developed.
• Express concern that the sequestration
provided for in the Budget Control
Act would have a significant adverse
impact on dental programs since the

7.8 percent across-the-board reduction from FY 2012 spending levels
imposed by sequestration would
reduce dental funding by more than
$36.7 million. The sequester took
effect in January 2013.
• The Internal Revenue Service (IRS)
regarding Flexible Spending Arrangements (FSAs).
• Sen. Robert Menendez (D-NJ) and
Rep. Diana DeGette (D-CO) supporting S.466 and H.R. 963, The
Coordination of Pro Bono Medically
Recommended Dental Care Act. This
legislation provides funding to organizations that help provide free dental
care to the elderly, the disabled and
low-income children and adults.
• Members of Congress to sign onto the
DeGette-Stivers Pro Bono dental bill,
HR 963.
• The Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) regarding smokeless tobacco
warning statements supported by the
Campaign for Tobacco-Free Kids.

Further Clarification on the
Misleading Pew Report
The AGD took action this week when
it issued a national press release PDF
challenging a misleading report issued
by the Pew Children’s Dental Campaign
(“Dental Therapists in New Zealand:
What the Evidence Shows” PDF). The
AGD press release pointed out that Pew
used data incorrectly to support dental
therapists, when in fact the data really
showed that use of therapists in New
Zealand did not produce different health
outcomes than in the United States.
On May 9, 2013, the Academy of
General Dentistry (AGD) notified its
members via email about this issue, with
a link to the AGD’s press release PDF.

This communication further details the
specific inaccuracies of the report.
Specifically, the Pew report was inaccurate in that it claimed that only 3
percent of children ages 5 to 11 in New
Zealand have untreated dental decay
in their permanent teeth, as compared
to 20 percent of the same age group
of children in the U.S. However, the
20 percent refers to U.S. children with
decay in their primary and permanent
teeth. While 2.7 percent of children in
the age group in New Zealand suffer
from untreated dental decay in their
permanent teeth, an additional 17.3
percent of these children suffer from
untreated dental decay in their primary

teeth. Therefore, the total percentage of
untreated decay in children ages 5 to
11 in New Zealand is actually comparable to the total percentage of untreated
decay in children in the same age group
in the U.S.
It can therefore be shown that the use of
dental therapists in New Zealand has
failed to produce a better oral health
outcome than that of children in the U.S.
To read more about the Pew report and
its inaccuracies, please read the AGD’s
press release PDF, which was released
to the media on May 7, 2013. If you
have any questions, please contact
advocacy@agd.org.
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Meet Jennifer Tuttle:

PAGD’s Membership Marketing Coordinator
current member services and hopefully
recruit and retain more general dentists.

Some members might recognize my
name from your phone calls or emails to
our PAGD office. I started working with
the PAGD on a limited basis about two
years ago, assisting with course registrations and basic administrative functions.
Now I am so pleased that my role with
the PAGD is expanding to become your
new membership marketing coordinator.
I will have greater opportunity to interact
with members by working on outreach
initiatives for new members and retention
activities for existing members.
Growing inspiration
Working for the PAGD has definitely given
me a whole new respect for those in the
dental profession. Many of you have very
busy practices with active home lives,
and it is so impressive to me that you take
the time to attend continuing education
courses to stay current with the latest technology and procedures. I have no doubt
that this expertise does not go unnoticed
by your patients. Equally as impressive is

your dedication to community outreach
and advocating for your profession.
One of the goals in this new role is to make
a selected number of scheduled visits to
your offices to learn first-hand what types of
membership services we can incorporate
that would be beneficial and increase
PAGD’s value to you. We’ll also be asking
your feedback on how we can improve

A little information about my background:
I grew up in Indianapolis and moved
to the Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, area
seven years ago. I have a nursing degree
from Indiana University and worked as
an emergency department nurse for 10
years. After obtaining my MBA from
Butler University, I worked in marketing
and recruitment for a large healthcare
system in Indianapolis before accepting a
recruitment job at the Penn State Hershey
Medical Center. My husband is a pilot
and Lieutenant Colonel in the Army, and
we have two energetic children, a 9-yearold boy and 7-year-old girl. Together we
enjoy doing anything outdoors including
hiking, running, camping, etc.
It’s been a real pleasure getting to know
some of you, and I look forward to meeting more members in my expanding role.
Please don’t hesitate to call at any time.
I welcome your feedback and ideas and
look forward to working for you!

CE Calendar

www.pagd.org

Continuing PEAK’s tradition of Master Track Excellence, we are proud
to share the CE Calendar for the upcoming months.
October 10-13	
PEAK II-IV, Periodontics and Future Strategies in Dentistry with Dr. Jon
Suzuki and Dr. Marc Cooper; Lancaster, PA
October 17-20	
PEAK I, Pharmacology, Advanced Esthetics and Implant Placement with Dr.
James Rutkowsi, Dr. Ed Narcisi and Dr. George Just; Monroeville, PA
November 15

Infection Control Update and OSHA Review Course: A Symposium, various
speakers; Harrisburg, PA. This course will satisfy your annual requirement
to provide OSHA review and education for your office. FREE for members!

December 6	
Treatment Planning, Designing, and Delivering Complex Restorative and
Multidisciplinary Care with Dr. Marc Geissburger; Plymouth Meeting, PA

Find the most up-to-date schedule of upcoming CE events, with all the
details, at www.pagd.org/events
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continued from page 7

Are you appreciative? Failing to say
“thank you” is probably the easiest
demotivator to avoid, but probably the
single biggest thing we forget to do. It is
essential for every leader to always and
often express appreciation. This holds
true for spouses, parents, and children
as well. The greatest thing that you can
do daily, even if it is for the smallest
achievements, is to thank that person for
what they have done and what they have
tried to do. The key, though, is to be able
to do this with sincerity. Without genuine
expressions of appreciation, most people
start to see through the words, and your
“thank yous” are quickly discounted.
Achieving success
If we want to achieve success in our
businesses and organizations, we must
continually be aware and vigilant and

work on as many motivators as we can
identify. And of course it is essential
that we try to avoid all the demotivators and potential pitfalls that affect our
employees, volunteers, and people in our
personal lives.
If we do so, everything in life will be
better, and we can accomplish more.
Our dental practices will be stronger,
and it will be more fun being around our
staff. For example, with all the stressors
in our offices, when was the last time you
and your employees had fun working
together? Our organizations will be
stronger because they will have more
passionate members. Oh, and you’ll be
happier, too.
Most importantly, our relationships with
our family and friends will be better
because of our efforts. In fact, they may
be positively heavenly!
I wish you much success!

PAGD
Welcomes
New Members
Jhia-ming Chang DDS
Wilkes Barre
Martine Forrester DM
Cheyney
Priya E. Jesudason DDS
Royersford
Cana E. Pasierb DDS
Philadelphia
Gregory P. Wasko DMD
Mechanicsville
Student Members
Tina Bourgoin
Philadelphia
Neeti V. Desai
Orlando, Florida
Kiarash Saba
Munhall
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We continue our 106th year of camaraderie and education as
one of the oldest dental societies in the region!

Fall All Day Program: Friday, September 20, 2013
The Buck Hotel, Feasterville, PA

“Staging Comprehensive Treatment”

John Nosti D.M.D. practices full time with an emphasis on functional cosmetics, full mouth rehabilitation, and TMJ dysfunction. His down to
earth approach and ability to demystify occlusion has earned him distinction among his peers. In his lecture, participants will learn how to stage
comprehensive treatment to meet their patient’s budgetary limitations while providing functional and stable dentistry.

Fall Dine Around: Wednesday, November 6, 2013
Toscana 52, Feasterville, PA

“The Five W’s of Xylitol”

Lisa Stillman, RDH, BS is the Northeast Xylitol Educator. She teaches dental health professionals the general and dental health benefits of
quality xylitol products with presentations and literature to assist dental offices to incorporate xylitol into the dental hygiene protocol. Lisa has
practiced dental hygiene in Maryland and Virginia and currently has a position specializing in Periodontics. The Five W’s of xylitol; the Who,
What, When, Where, and Why will become clear upon completion of this course. In addition, attendees will gain a greater appreciation for the
many preventive and therapeutic benefits of xylitol.

Spring Dine Around: Wednesday, March 12, 2014
The Refinery at Sugarhouse Casino, Philadelphia, PA

"The Many Faces of Facial Pain"

Alan Stiles, D.M.D. is an Instructor in the Department of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery at Thomas Jefferson University. His clinical practice is
limited to the management of head, neck, and facial pain. Following his completion of his DMD at Temple University, he completed a residency
in Orofacial Pain and Dysfunction at UCLA School of Medicine and Dentistry. He then completed his fellowship in headache at the Jefferson
Headache Center in the department of neurology at Thomas Jefferson University in Philadelphia.

CPR: Friday, April 25, 2014

The Buck Hotel, Feasterville, PA

Spring All Day Program: Friday, May 9th, 2014
The Buck Hotel, Feasterville, PA

“Productivity: It's not by chance”

Bruce Baird, D.D.S.: The business of dentistry is changing as rapidly as new technology is changing how we treat patients. To succeed in today’s
challenging economic environment, we have to re-evaluate our current processes and symptoms. Learn several key strategies that will effectively
change your thinking on the business of dentistry, challenge many of the beliefs that prevent practices from realizing their full potential, and
offer solutions to your most challenging business issues. Dr. Baird, is a preeminent cosmetic dentist in the Dallas / Fort Worth area at Granbury
Dental Center. Dr. Baird specializes in cosmetic makeovers, full mouth rehabilitation, and dental implants.

Annual Golf Outing: June, 2014
Philmont Country Club

PAGD
1125 Windsor Road
Mechanicsburg, PA 17050
www.pagd.org

“This year at the AGD annual meeting, Pennsylvania was

represented by nine of the 200 delegates. The number
of delegates depends upon the number of members a
constituent has in the AGD.

”

House of Delegates

continued from page 14

delegates depends upon the number of
members a constituent has in the AGD.
Here are the major changes that
occurred at this year’s HOD meeting:
Administration, image and membership
The HOD defeated a motion to change
the title of the AGD chief executive officer from executive director to CEO. The
reasons for this were many and complex. I believe this issue will come up
again next year and perhaps will pass
if the HOD is given more background
information. For now, the title remains
the same.
The HOD moved to change the annual
Government Relations Conference held
each year in Washington, DC, from a
two-day conference to a day and a half.
It was felt that the money saved could be
used to train members at the constituent level to better address issues at the
grassroots level.
Continuing education
A great deal of confusion reigned over
how many CE hours a dentist who
published scientific journal articles could
receive as first author, second author,
and third author. It was voted to refer
this back to the CE Council for more
work. No decision was made by the
HOD.

Cross Training

continued from page 8

me so much more about removable (and
vice versa); and orthodontics taught me
so much more about TMD. I think the
AGD is genius for setting up their requirements in such a way.
The real value

The HOD adopted a policy to allow a
maximum of 15 hours of PACE-CERP
CE be through self-instruction. This was
originally proposed as 50 hours, but
was reduced to15 by the HOD.
Advocacy and other priorities
A number of issues were placed on the
consent calendar. The largest debate
came from the resolution proposing that
two student members and two alternate
student delegates be added to the current AGD HOD. It will not change the
representation of each constituent, but
it does allow more student involvement.
The total AGD delegate count then
rises from 200 delegates to 202. The
American Student Dental Association
leadership will choose the student representation. I feel that student representation is good for the AGD.
So this year there were no earthchanging resolutions or changes to the
AGD By-Laws, but keep in mind that the
winds of change are in the air as to how
organizations are structured and being
run. Members’ needs change, and as an
organization we must adapt to changes
or members will seek membership in
organizations that meet their needs.
It’s your PAGD
If you have any ideas as to changes you
would like to see in the PAGD, please
feel free to email me at johnkokai@
yahoo.com. We welcome any and all
suggestions to make this a better organization for all of us.

But I found that cross-training and learning all aspects of dentistry weren’t the
true benefits of joining the AGD and
earning my FAGD and MAGD. No, the
true benefit was forming and maintaining
solid relationships with some of the most
passionate dentists I’ve ever met in the
profession. Eagles fly with eagles, and
turkeys fly with turkeys. I’ve lived and
practiced in Phoenix, Arizona, for more
than 25 years, and in my little corner of
the world there are a handful of dentists
who couldn’t be more dysfunctional and
another handful who think of dentistry as
“just a job.”
Then there are the elites. I meet the elites
in my area every time I go to a local
CE course. I always see the same exact
people in attendance over and over
because they’re so passionate about dentistry. All of them have earned their FAGDs
or MAGDs. This was a huge part of why I
formed Dentaltown in 1999. I knew there
was only one dentist for every 2,000
Americans, and I also knew that these
hardcore, elite minds who eat, sleep and
breathe dentistry would all come running
once they found out there was an online
community of like-minded people. Today,
there are thousands of dentists who have
posted on Dentaltown.com’s message
boards more than 10,000 times.
These are the reasons I would say – without any hesitation – one of the greatest
decisions I ever made about dentistry
(besides becoming a dentist) was to
become a member of the AGD and earn
my FAGD and MAGD.

